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1. Introduction
This Application Note explains how to use Python functions in MaTeLo.

1.1

MaTeLo

MaTeLo is a tool chain developed by ALL4TEC (www.all4tec.net ) that implements the Model Based Testing
approach. In user friendly environment, MaTeLo offers an integrated set of components and features to
enable test engineers in designing their tests based on usage models. Then, the test cases are automatically
generated from the model depending on the user selected test strategy.
In general, MaTeLo manages successfully test projects in the fields of automotive, railway or energy, IT by
providing professional and valuable features to obtain a better test coverage and a higher engineering
productivity.

1.2

Why to use Python functions in MaTeLo?

Some System outputs are obtained by simple or complex calculations. Those calculations are performed
through functions.
The systems outputs are in MaTeLo the Expected Results Automatic (ERA) associated on transitions of the
model. To be able to have the ERA calculated in function of the inputs set on transition, MaTeLo offers the
possibility to call function which calculates it.
Before the 4.7.8 MaTeLo version, it was possible to call only functions developed in Matlab and Scilab.
In order to take in consideration users who don’t use Matlab and Scilab to perform complex calculations, an
evolution was made. This evolution is to give user the possibility to call in MaTeLo his functions developed in
Python language.
This new evolution offers also to execute Matlab functions contained in a dll. This is helpful for users who
don’t have Matlab license. Matlab function will be executed through python function.
In this application note, the use of Python function in MaTeLo will be presented through a simple example.
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2. Python function
2.1

Transfer function in MaTeLo (Reminder)

As stated in the introduction of this application note, MaTeLo offers the possibility to call functions
developed in Matlab or Scilab tools. When there is a need to call in MaTeLo model, functions (called Transfer
functions in MaTeLo); the tool used to develop those functions has to be defined.
The Transfer function definition is done by Go on the Menu Project > Configuration:

Figure 1: Transfer Function definition

First of all, the tool has to be selected and then the location of the simulation engine. After, the user can
begin defining his transfer functions. To do this, user has to right click on “Transfer Functions” menu and click
on New for Scilab and Matlab functions and New Python Function for Python function. For each transfer
function, the following elements have to be defined:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The name of the transfer function;
A short description of the transfer function can be given;
The path on what file containing the transfer function is saved;
The definition of the transfer: name and type of the input and output, eventually their description.
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Figure 2: Function definition

The tab Information (5) displays on which transition(s), the transfer function has been associated. The Tab
Modelling(6) allows the user viewing the transfer function in the correspondent tool.

2.2

How to use Python function in MaTeLo?

To illustrate the usage of Python function in MaTeLo, a simple Python function will be used. This function
aims to calculate the max of two values. Here is a screenshot of the function:
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Figure 3: Python Function sample

2.2.1 Python Function declaration in MaTeLo
The declaration of the Python function is performed in this way:
1. Right click on Transfer Function Menu, then click on New Python Function

Figure 4: Transfer Function Menu

2. Function definition (for procedure, see chapter 2.1)
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Sequence type created in MaTeLo

Figure 5: Python function definition

2.2.2 Python function association to MaTeLo model
Before associating the Python function on the MaTeLo transition, input and Expected Result must be defined.
The input of the transition will be mapped to the Python function input and the ERA to the Python function
output.
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Figure 6: MaTeLo input and ERA declaration

For the Expected Result Automatic, User has to set a value by default. In this example, the default value is 0.
After the definition of the input and the ERA, the Python function can be associated to the transition. The
function is added to the transition in the same way as for input and ERA, by double clicking on the transition,
then add button, select function item and click Ok.
A new window “Transfer Function “appears.
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Figure 7: Transfer function window

At this step, the actions presented below are performed:
1. Select the Python function
2. Select input and output type. Here, there is two possibilities for each parameter:
1. Type “input” for Input type or “ERA” for Output type. This means Function will take the input
of MaTeLo as its input and ERA as its output
2. Type “global” if global variable has been used
3. Select the input and the output
Here is the screenshot of Transfer function window after the execution of the three actions presented above.

Figure 8: Transfer function window with fields filled
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After validating of the association of the function, it appears in the “Link” window, below the input and the
Expected Result Auto.

Figure 9: Link window

2.3

Test generation by MaTeLo Testor

To enable the execution of Python function during the test generation in MaTeLo Testor, the user has to
check the box “Simulation” in MaTeLo Testor.

Figure 10: Simulation option

After activating the simulation option in Testor, Test suite can be generated.
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Figure 11: sample of Testor generation report

As displayed on the Testor generation report, python function allowed calculating the expected result which
was the maximum of two values.
Note: Sequence types including subsequences cannot be processed in Python functions. Data types
restrictions can be found on: http://www.all4tec.net/wiki/index.php?title=Transfer_functions#Data_types

3. Conclusion
As presented in this short application note, it is possible to call transfer in order to perform complex
calculations.
MaTeLo offers the use of transfer functions designed in Matlab, Scilab and Python.
The recent evolution regarding the use of Python function will allow the user who doesn’t have simulation
tools like Matlab, to develop their own complex function and call it in MaTeLo.
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